
has run through so many editions, and hashas run through so many editions, and has

been for so many years the leading text-been for so many years the leading text-

book of insanity in many Continentalbook of insanity in many Continental

universities that an English translationuniversities that an English translation

cannot fail to be of great service to bothcannot fail to be of great service to both

English and American students. It is trueEnglish and American students. It is true

that more modern writers, particularlythat more modern writers, particularly

Kraepelin and his school, are opening upKraepelin and his school, are opening up

fresh views, and bringing about gradualfresh views, and bringing about gradual

alterations in the classification of mentalalterations in the classification of mental

diseases, but Krafft-Ebing’s work still is,diseases, but Krafft-Ebing’s work still is,

and is probably destined for many yearsand is probably destined for many years

to be, one of the standard clinical exposi-to be, one of the standard clinical exposi-

tions of the facts of morbid psychology.tions of the facts of morbid psychology.

An indefatigable worker, a lucid and con-An indefatigable worker, a lucid and con-

vincing writer, a master in the art of clinicalvincing writer, a master in the art of clinical

description, and the discoverer of manydescription, and the discoverer of many

important psycho-pathological facts, hisimportant psycho-pathological facts, his

appointment to succeed Meynert at Viennaappointment to succeed Meynert at Vienna

was well merited, and the thirteen years ofwas well merited, and the thirteen years of

his professorship, which ended on his deathhis professorship, which ended on his death

three years ago, bore golden fruit in his lec-three years ago, bore golden fruit in his lec-

tures and this book. Needless to say, sometures and this book. Needless to say, some

of the early chapters in Book I in whichof the early chapters in Book I in which

the subject and aids of its study are treated,the subject and aids of its study are treated,

would have been amended in so far as theywould have been amended in so far as they

related to the underlying neural changes inrelated to the underlying neural changes in

the insanities, had the author lived, butthe insanities, had the author lived, but

these have been ably brought up to datethese have been ably brought up to date

by the translator, Dr. Chaddock. Book Iby the translator, Dr. Chaddock. Book I

and Book II deal respectively with the gen-and Book II deal respectively with the gen-

eral and special pathology of the insanitieseral and special pathology of the insanities

and their treatment. Under the heading ofand their treatment. Under the heading of

General Pathology are treated the elemen-General Pathology are treated the elemen-

tary anomalies of cerebral function in thetary anomalies of cerebral function in the

affective, intellectual, and psycho-motoraffective, intellectual, and psycho-motor

spheres; the causes of insanity; the coursespheres; the causes of insanity; the course

and prognosis of mental diseases, and gen-and prognosis of mental diseases, and gen-

eral diagnosis and therapy. The treatmenteral diagnosis and therapy. The treatment

of these subdivisions is admirably conciseof these subdivisions is admirably concise

and finely didactic. Book III, the last, givesand finely didactic. Book III, the last, gives

the special pathology and treatment ofthe special pathology and treatment of

insanity arranged according to the author’sinsanity arranged according to the author’s

classification, which, like that of theclassification, which, like that of the

Medico-Psychological Association of GreatMedico-Psychological Association of Great

Britain, is partly aetiological and partlyBritain, is partly aetiological and partly

symptomatological. It is more complicatedsymptomatological. It is more complicated

than ours, but is much more complete.than ours, but is much more complete.

Under the first main division of theUnder the first main division of the

‘‘psycho-neuroses’’ are considered mel-‘‘psycho-neuroses’’ are considered mel-

ancholia, mania, primary curable dementiaancholia, mania, primary curable dementia

(stupor), primary hallucinatory insanity(stupor), primary hallucinatory insanity

and secondary insanity and terminaland secondary insanity and terminal

dementia. ‘‘Psychic Degenerations’’ comedementia. ‘‘Psychic Degenerations’’ come

next under review, and this part containsnext under review, and this part contains

most excellent accounts of paranoia andmost excellent accounts of paranoia and

the periodic insanities. In Part II of thethe periodic insanities. In Part II of the

‘‘Special Pathology’’ mental diseases arising‘‘Special Pathology’’ mental diseases arising

out of constitutional neuroses are discussedout of constitutional neuroses are discussed

at considerable length and thoroughlyat considerable length and thoroughly

elucidated. It is impossible to do more hereelucidated. It is impossible to do more here

than outline the system of classificationthan outline the system of classification

adopted, but attention may be drawn toadopted, but attention may be drawn to

the author’s masterly explication of thisthe author’s masterly explication of this

intricate subject, in which he evolves orderintricate subject, in which he evolves order

from seeming chaos and knits up thefrom seeming chaos and knits up the

ravelled sleave of overlapping symptoms.ravelled sleave of overlapping symptoms.

In this part, also, are considered imperativeIn this part, also, are considered imperative

ideas which, it will be remembered, wereideas which, it will be remembered, were

first defined by Krafft-Ebing in 1876 andfirst defined by Krafft-Ebing in 1876 and

have, in most English textbooks, hardlyhave, in most English textbooks, hardly

been accorded their due importance. Thebeen accorded their due importance. The

chronic intoxications and the states ofchronic intoxications and the states of

arrest of psychic development complete aarrest of psychic development complete a

work deservedly considered a classic. Illu-work deservedly considered a classic. Illu-

minating footnotes and clinical recordsminating footnotes and clinical records

illustrate the text throughout, and theoriesillustrate the text throughout, and theories

and hypotheses have been, as far asand hypotheses have been, as far as

possible, avoided. The clear style and com-possible, avoided. The clear style and com-

prehensible language of the author haveprehensible language of the author have

been admirably translated into English bybeen admirably translated into English by

Dr. Chaddock, to whom are due the thanksDr. Chaddock, to whom are due the thanks

of all students of psychiatry.of all students of psychiatry.
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ApologyApology

Who pays the piper?Who pays the piper? BJPBJP,, 187187, 195. The, 195. The

letter by Dr Calton in the August issue ofletter by Dr Calton in the August issue of

thethe JournalJournal was inappropriately publishedwas inappropriately published

and, contrary toand, contrary to JournalJournal policy, thepolicy, the

authors were given no right of reply. Theauthors were given no right of reply. The

JournalJournal, and Dr Calton, would like to, and Dr Calton, would like to

give an unreserved apology to Professorsgive an unreserved apology to Professors

Owen and Craddock for giving theOwen and Craddock for giving the

impression that the views expressed inimpression that the views expressed in

their commissioned editorial were influ-their commissioned editorial were influ-

enced by their occasional support fromenced by their occasional support from

pharmaceutical companies.pharmaceutical companies.
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